THE UNION MOVEMENT IN CANADA is under siege in the 1990s, according to its leaders. The attitude of the community toward unions is said to be negative. Understanding of the purposes served by unions, let alone sympathy for or even interest in the broader social goals of the movement is said to be at an all-tune low.
benefit from effective political direction or from translation into social welfare policy. 7 The story of American influence in Canadian union education might begin with the sources of worker consciousness in the labour movement. David Montgomery has characterised these forces as the product of daily experience mediated by activists who "persistently sought to foster a sense of unity and purposiveness among their fellow workers through the spoken and printed word, strikes, meetings, reading circles, military drill, dances, athletic and singing clubs, and co-operative stores and to promote through those activities widely shared analyses of society and of paths to the 'emancipation of labour.'"* Interestingly, formal adult education institutions do not figure in Montgomery's history of the American house of labour. However, one can suppose that a "North American" approach to industrial capitalism increasingly shaped Canadian workers' experiences as the decades passed.
Agencies dedicated to worker education did emerge in the United States between 1900 and die 1920s. In the initial stages, they served as open forums and delivered lectures in reading halls and labour temples. Later, they became regular schools or colleges that offered evening and residential programs not just in literacy or language but in the many aspects of "labour studies" -law, history, economics, industrial relations, drama -that would be recognisable as the forerunners of programs in North American universities today. One notable model was Brookwood Labor College near Katonah, New York, where 2S-S0 students attended a two-year session (shortened to one year in the 1930s) that was comparable to today's university programs. Brookwood ceased to operate in 1937, the casualty partly of its own radicalism and partly of the development of alternative thinking on labour and society in this pivotal decade. 9 Another model, pioneered by the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union (ILGWU) in New York City, combined general education and union leadership skills in a part-time program that grew into a Workers University. When it opened in 1918, this informal university offered courses in history, government, literature and labor studies; it soon added classes in five languages as well and featured such lecturers as Charles Beard.
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Many of these educational vehicles were dedicated to a class-based vision of reform." had been a part of its earlier activity. The university's concern for "standards" in the recruitment of students and in die "scholarship** transmitted in the classroom dominated the new Institute. According to a university planning document, "a number of programs offered under this subject [labour-management relations] were not properly of University caliber and should be offered by the Adult Education Program of die public schools.... The University has, however, continued to advise both local unions and the public school system on such programs."" The Institute commenced "a shift from the education of workers to teaching about work and workers." It had "co-opted Detroit's only major public institution of higher education for programs that reified middle-class approaches to labor unionism as a set of problems to be understood, rather than continuing the earlier commitment to approach union members as a class, per se, to be educated."' 1 This university-run system, increasingly bisected into "business" and "labour studies" streams, also was fractionalised by academic or "disciplinary" preoccupations that distinguished the sociology of industrial relations from the economics of industrial relations and the history of industrial relations.
If "tools courses" and university constituted two types of worker education after 1950, American unions launched a third type of education in succeeding decades. This stream, labelled by Aronowitz the "service model" of union education, underwrites activities that improve the mobility chances of the individual rather than the conditions of the group. Education becomes another "service" provided members by an increasingly-distant union bureaucracy that sees its role as administrator as much as representative. Courses in creative retirement, basic literacy, accessing television, retraining for computer-based occupations, and university credits toward degrees, for example, are funded through the union contract in lieu of wages.
Three overriding issues emerge from the English and American history of adult and union education: first, the great difference in the class perspective on such schooling, because the middle and workingclass did not agree on its purpose nor whether it was aimed at individual or community betterment; second, the growing dichotomy between liberal and vocational education, the former increasingly labelled "higher" and the latter increasingly demeaned as "training"; third, the contest over how such education should be organised and delivered, whether by a state system, a patchwork of voluntary agencies, or by universities as autonomous, Kahan, "Wayne State." 88. discipline-directed agents of learning. These great questions were never addressed directly by the entire community and, thus, were decided by accident and chance.
//. The Adult Education Movement in Canada 1900-1960
THE AMBIGUITY OF AIM AND CONSTITUENCY that dominated the English experience with adult education was repeated in Canada between the 1830s and the 1920s. The Mechanics' Institutes and similar programs of the 19th century were established by the elites and, though the workers' response to them is uncertain, the elite's agenda was evident in the Institute's offerings. However, in the opening four decades of the 20th century, examples of both elite-sponsored and worker-run education institutions contested for control of popular adult education. Some Canadian institutions, such as Frontier College, represented both tendencies. Thus, this famous movement to establish classrooms "in the bush," which was run for fifty years by two middleclass reformers, Alfred Fitzpatrick and Edmund Bradwin, can be described as an expression both of humane elite values and of worker-controlled education. Its primary goal was worker literacy and remains unchanged to this day.
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The Workers' Educational Association, the single most important of the adult education groups within the urban workingclass, began as an elite-run group promoting Imperial solidarity. It was founded by Toronto educational and business leaders in 1918 and lodged in the University of Toronto, where it was expected to cultivate Imperial ties and to educate worker leaders in "responsible," disciplined, and critical thought. It achieved a following during the difficult decade of the 1920s. By the 1930s, it had expanded across the country (24 branches in Ontario and IS in the rest of Canada by 1940), and workers' leaders had taken control of its activities. The university official charged with responsibility fought against this worker incursion, precipitating confrontations similar to those experienced by worker groups in England and die United States. The WEA, as a workers' organisation in a middle class university, could not transcend these difficulties because it was dedicated both to liberal educational ideals and to a distinct workingclass interest Among the other community-based models of adult education that denied the relevance of class lines, the most celebrated was the Antigonish movement. It had begun in the opening decades of the 20th century as a Roman Catholic Church-led movement to rescue individual Maritimers from poverty and ignorance but, through the development of cooperative institutions and the foundation of a university-based Extension service, it had grown beyond individualism into a movement dedicated to community action. The Antigonish movement "presented itself to the world as the 'middle way' between the extremities of collectivism and individualism," and it worked "from the ground up, rather than from the top down." Its leader, Father Moses Coady, was emphatically not a socialist, nor did he rely upon the state, but he did place great faith in "participatory democracy" and community-based "economic co-operation."
17 As in the WEA, the conflicts between individual and community, between university detachment and class loyalty, never were resolved.
The Women's Institute, like the rural communities from which it sprang, also occupied an ambiguous class location. Founded in Canada, it was an adult education vehicle that grew to encompass the country and then to span the world. One branch that has been studied, the British Columbia Women ' s Institute, concentrated on five teaching areas: health, agriculture, home economics, law, and the Institute's methods and programs including parliamentary procedure and branch administration. As Carol Dennison has noted, women utilised club membership "as an opportunity to exercise some control and power over community decisions." The provincial government viewed the rural Wis as vehicles for the preservation of farm life and the family itself, and put considerable resources into the promotion of the clubs. Both grass-roots and elite-sponsored in character, the Wis are not easily located as either working or middle class in orientation."
The generation between the 1930s and the 1960s should be seen as pivotal in the 20th century history of Canadian adult education. By extension, it was central to the history of workingclass cultural expression, though more for its subversion of an autonomous worker perspective than for contributions to its development. The growing Canadian network of adult education vehicles received considerable assistance in the mid-1930s, including donations from the Carnegie Corporation, provincial government support in response to concerns about social stability, and the development of a cadre of activists." At that time, a national clearinghouse for information in the field, the Canadian Association for Adult Education, was established. Several years later, under the leadership of E.A. Corbett, the CAAE 17 Jim Lotz and Michael R. Welton, "'Knowledge for the People:' The Origins and Development of the Antigonish Movement," in Welton, Knowledge for the People, 107-9. "Carol J. Dennison, '"Housekeepers of the Community': The British Columbia Women 's Institutes, 1909 -1946 also Jeffery Taylor, Fashioning Farmers: Ideology, Agricultural Knowledge and the Manitoba Farm Movement, 1890 -1925 (Regina 1994 . , *The British Columbia government increased its support for adult education in remarkable fashion during the 1930s. The expansion, which included community theatre, recreational and self-help groups, is discussed in Gordon Selman, "Government's Role in Adult Education: Two Periods of Active Leadership in British Columbia, 1933 -39 and 1976 -1983 ; the debate between social activists and defenders of a "business" perspective had been joined. In the following decade, business leaders and centre and right political parties fought back, insisting that the image of the "free enterprise system" must be rehabilitated and that "bias" had no part in Association activities. democratic institution that has ever appeared on world wide scale." Grierson was especially keen on the documentary which, he suggested, would permit die government to convey information and elicit citizen cooperation while also enabling a teacher to interpret community realities and to promote community action. His key message was "education for active citizenship" but he coupled this idealism with an uncritical faith in the State. He once wrote: "I have believed that in education was the heart of the matter, but that education needed to be revolutionized.... it is only if the State is fighting for democracy that it has a dog's chance of coming through." 23 As Juliet Pollard has noted, "in one form or another, most of the [NFB] films argued that farmers and industrial workers had power if they cooperated with government in the democratic process."
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There is no agreement on whether the Film Board succeeded as an educational vehicle but rural, factory, trade union and citizen film circuits (the latter called Volunteer Projection Services), blanketed the country in the 1940s and provided forums for several million Canadians to discuss public affairs. According to Juliet Pollard, the NFB program represented "a great experiment to mould and shape the minds of men and women." The films themselves were crude, however, and probably raised more questions than they answered. Pollard judges the NFB experiment a failure and Joyce Nelson argues that Grierson never understood a Canadian sense of place nor truly wished to establish community democracy. 23 In the context of its role in adult education, one can emphasize the NFB's alliance with the government (for good or ill), its exceptional reach in Canadian society, and its power in mobilizing citizen discussions in community forums. But its ambiguity also blunted its impact as a vehicle of oppositional culture; indeed, Joyce Nelson suggests that Grierson was a stalking horse for nascent multinational business empires.
A very different experiment in adult education was launched by North America's first social democratic government, the CCF of Saskatchewan, shortly after it came to power in 1944. Tommy Douglas' administration created a Division of Adult Education that, in the words of one of its planning documents, would encourage 500,000 men and women "to become active citizens and fully-rounded If these experiments demonstrate the interest of the State in adult education and the ambiguity of Canadian social democracy as a vehicle of workingclass opposition in the 1940s, they also suggest that coordination and agreement on content were not as far from achievement in Canada as in England. Indeed, the considerable success of the CAAE as a coordinating body for Canada's adult education movement in the decade or even two decades after the war should be emphasised. Through one of its continuing committees, the Joint Planning Commission, the CAAE coordinated the adult education activities of many agencies (around 100 participated annually in the 1950s) between 1946 and 1963. The JPC's annual conference must seem in retrospect a typically Canadian event as earnest educators from across the country exchanged ideas and discussed trends, but it did permit dozens of groups to select a single theme for hundreds and thousands of educational groups, and it did gather a single library of research materials that shaped the coming year's activities. The CAAE supplied print and audiovisual materials on this defined study topic (intercultural relations, civil liberties, labour and management in relation to the community, broadcasting policy in relation to television, labour education, education in correctional institutions, retraining and employment), and thereby acted as a curriculum guide for the entire field of Canadian adult education.
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Four points emerge from this narrative of Canada's adult education experience. First, the class-related ambiguity of adult education in England and the United States was certainly reflected in the Canadian history of the movement; second, the Canadian state, unlike the English, did become involved in the enterprise; third, coordination of a country-wide program through an arms-length agency (the CAAE), contrasted with both the English and the American movements; and, fourth, a distinctive Canadian "middle way," in which class divisions were to be transcended by "community" priorities, did evolve from public discussion.
The leaders of the Canadian adult education movement were populists, community organisers, social gospel idealists, democrats. They used the codeword "citizenship education" to express their ideal of an involved, informed, creative population. They tried to transcend the class loyalties of other societies -but especially the English-and to incorporate citizens of all ranks into their groups. Union education underwent significant development during die 1940s. Radio, film, slides, filmstrips, an agency for die provision of information on labour law, educational seminars, and even a permanent summer school in a former Ontario art college became organised labour's weapons in die battle to influence policy and to promote its interests in collective bargaining. The WEA inspired much of this activity, and dius provided a non-partisan home for educational activities outside die bitter warfare of Canadian union politics in which supporters of die CCF fought Communists.
The memoirs of Allen Schroeder illustrate die evolution of this union-based educational activity. Having moved to St Catherines in die 1930s, this prairie-born product of die social gospel and die cooperative movement organized CCF "study sessions [which] were essential for a social democratic party." When he joined die United Auto Workers in 1939 or 1940, he added union campaigning to his activities. In bodi guises, opposition to Communism was a driving force in his organising work. He helped to develop "a cell of CCF supporters in every department" of die OM plant, joined a "Reudier Caucus" in Local #199 (that also operated in a UE local at a plant of die English Electric Company next door to his Conroy Manufacturing), and taught group discipline and anti-Soviet lessons to his workmates in order that they might overcome the "discipline" and "indoctrination" of his Communist opponents: "My name will never be mentioned in the history books, but I can say without fear of being proven wrong that from the time of the meeting in Walter Reuther's home in 1941 until the end of 19481 spent as much time combatting the Communist domination of our unions as any other trade union leader in Canada."
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The WEA was a part of all these struggles. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, however, it ran headlong into the Red Scare, and by 1952 it was moribund. Its collapse, according to Radforth and Sangster, was due partly to the success of such competitors as television and newer adult education vehicles, partly to personal conflicts that had been intensified by the Cold War, but also to "its failure to become the educational arm of the labour movement." 33 Thus, it was doomed by the emergence of large industrial unions that "had the incentive and means to create their own educational departments." As an institution that had existed in an uneasy tension between union and university, between criticism of the union movement and complacency, between militancy and conservatism, the WEA had simply mistaken the tenor of the times and the power of new cultural institutions. The errors were fatal for this one adult education vehicle and have handicapped Canadian labour ever since.
Radforth and Sangster place part of the blame at the door of the individual who led the WEA for 21 years, Drummond Wren: "There is much to admire about Wren ' s commitment to an autonomous educational body dedicated to teaching workers how to think critically. Such a system not only can enrich the student, but it can also create a more active and critical union membership, ever ready to review union policies. Wren's intellectual weakness was in placing too much faith in university professors, in assuming their teaching would be quite free of bias and that they, too, were deeply committed to developing the critical abilities of their students. His political weakness was his inability to secure the co-operation of labour leaders who felt threatened by the Association's autonomy and who had the financial means to provide their own educational facilities that they could control. Schroeder and Bishop taught and supervised hundreds of union courses. In the 1940s and 1950s, they spoke of "social democratic ideals" and distributed material on the struggle to change world politics. 36 The most revealing document of this phase was a manuscript textbook for a course on "History and Function of Trade Unions in Canada," dated January 1947, that explained why the strike was "so peculiarly a working class weapon." The anonymous author asserted that this "is not a romantic fancy: it is a cold, hard fact... the worker has only his labour to sell" and must struggle to sell it dearly. Thus, a strike "is a reflection of the basic insecurity and the consequent social conflict which is part and parcel of the capitalist system." And what mattered in the end was "whether the struggle as a whole will result in victory -in the co-operative commonwealth for which we as socialists are striving."
37 This text, which presumably formed part of a course repeated several times in the next few years, accords with the militant, contestational, class-based approach so common in labour relations during the Second World War and with the expectation of an eventual socialist victory. A similar perspective was offered by die "AFLCIO Training Institutes for Young Trade Unionists" (1968) which explained that "The labor movement, more than any other single political or social force, has given die worker a measurable stake in today's America. ...The movement has offered workers practical alternatives to an all-powerful state or submission to arbitrary demands of corporations." Unions, in this view, were dedicated to obtaining a "lair share" of die "constantly rising" standard of living in die United States, (p.1-1) Anoteofsetf-ooogratulationwasevklemmAllenSchroeder'scommentthat.inu^ his UAW had created "die finest and most comprehensive labour education program of any union in North America." Schroeder, "Autobiography," 56.
Morden Lazarus, a product of die 1940s social democratic movement in Canada, spoke about working conditions and national politics as well as income in his articulation of union purposes: "die essential role of unions in our society" was a matter of organisation for
The pattern revealed in Schroeder's memoir and in Bishop's personal papers seems to be evident in the work of the Canadian Labour Congress. In the 1950s and 1960s, the CLC devoted considerable attention to new concerns in Canadian society. Thus, for example, co-operative housing schemes and consumer education occupied significant places in union educational programs. But the main focus, as a matter of necessity, was the training of officers. Of the 370 students who attended the 1966 CLC summer school in Ontario, 120 took steward's training and 110 collective bargaining (62 per cent of all registrations), while the remaining 140 students enrolled in nine courses ranging from automation and psychology to public speaking and social legislation. The Labour Council Weekend Institutes in this period also gave pride of place to technical training, from bargaining and stewards classes to public speaking and parliamentary procedure."
The main project in labour education to exceed these bounds was die establishment between 1958 and 1963 of a Labour College of Canada. The College was a response to the new institutional role of unions in the collective bargaining system and of the unions' need for trained leaders. A1965 speech on the College explained: "such leadership must go beyond acquiring particular skills in negotiation and organization. A Labour College, providing basic studies in the humanities and social sciences as well as specialized instruction in the theory and practice of trade unionism, does much to meet this need, especially since it was founded and is operated with the full cooperation of die universities. It opens die way to higher studies for men and women who, though intellectually competent, may not meet formal university entrance standards. For those who show particular academic ability, it could provide a bridge to a full university degree program." 40 However, even the Labour College course focussed far more on technical skills and die industrial relations system than on broader ideological and community concerns. When it recommended or otherwise cooperated in die offering of further academic or educational services, it structured its observations in terms of die credits and improved wages and working conditions, of "security against arbitrary and discriminatory acts by the employer," but also of "improvements in social conditions not only for themselves but for all Canadians both on the economic and political fronts." Unions, he wrote, also should seek a "fair break in labour legislation and a reasonable climate of public opinion. In another document in this file, reprinted from Canadian Labour (September 1968), a "Summary of Labour College Survey" reported that of the 399 graduates in 1963-67, 220 replied to a questionnaire on their post-College experience. Of these respondents, nearly half had risen to higher positions in the union or to full-time staff positions, nearly half had taught union courses, over two-thirds had since registered for further education as part-time students, and over 85 per cent remained in the union movement. 
IV. Union Communications and Public Relations Strategies
THE LABOUR MOVEMENT also attempted to educate and influence the broader community to the importance of unions. These attempts were, inevitably, smallscale and unsophisticated in the early years of the consumer revolution. 43 A survey of union communications activities in 1968-69 revealed that only eight of 37 labour councils to respond (and 83 did not respond), had public relations committees. These eight issued press releases, organised labour day celebrations, sponsored scholarships and sports teams and community projects; three arranged speaker programs for local schools and community groups. Most of the respondents agreed that they needed assistance in improving their public relations and added that education of their own members, as well as the public, could be improved. 43 It suggested that a press committee be named, that members of the press be contacted personally, that concise, typed press releases be prepared, that letters be sent to the editor, and that there were various "publics" to be influenced ranging from merchants and clergy to teachers and farmers. by suggesting that the union publications, "regardless of how good their contents and appearance, still are read by only 5 per cent of our members-if we're lucky."
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The daily press, and even the periodical press, represented and still represent great failures of organised labour in Canada. Local federations of unions, and the larger country-wide groups, published weeklies or monthlies in the early part of the century but these fell on hard times in the 1930s and 1940s. The larger unions revived them as one-page contributions to the flashier magazines produced by the American head office. Thus, for example, Margot Thompson was hired by the Steelworkers in 1947 to edit the English-language, Canadian items for its journal, Steel News, and was seconded to the advisory committee for "Citizen's Forum," the weekly radio and later television program, and the editorial board of Food for Thought, both of which were sponsored by the Canadian Association for Adult Education. She was treated, she said, as "the low man on the totem pole" and asked to do the "extra" tasks such as setting up a union library. Yet she sustained reductions in pay that applied only to the women in the union office, and thus was pushed into a lonely campaign for "equal pay for equal work." Her unhappy, unequal struggle was a sign of women's status in the union but also of the status of educational activities.
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The one enterprise that attempted to provide an alternative to the conventional content of the national press was actually a free-lance operation conducted by one committed journalist. The Co-operative Press Association syndicated materials for the "Canadian trade union and labour-oriented political press on social, economic and political issues." Founded by Morden Lazarus in 1944, it initially served one labour and nine CCF papers; within a decade, it was supported by 17 paying subscribers, three from the CCF and fourteen from unions. It produced an impressive package, by all accounts, and included regular reports from New Zealand (Maurice Kitching), England (Michael Foot and later Douglas Jay), Ottawa (Doris French and, later, Cliff Scotton) and cartoons by Bert Grassick. But it remained a shoestring operation, as is its contemporary successor, the Canadian Association of Labour Media (CALM).
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In the heady days around the close of the Second World War, the CCF actually considered setting up a network of provincial weeklies that might become "a national force, with national scope." In 1946 it went one step further, a crucial step if the power of the Manchester Guardian in English politics is taken into account, of considering the case for a national newspaper of the left. The chief objection at the time was that "it will not provide a satisfactory substitute for provincial papers The Canadian labour movement did not communicate an alternative vision of die social order to the rest of Canada, or even to its members, between the 1940s and the 1970s. It had been deeply divided at first by the battle between the CCF and die Communist Party, a battle that ultimately killed die movement's crucial educational institution, die WEA. Thereafter, the industrial unions, in particular, but also die public sector unions, narrowed the focus of their educational activities to tools courses. Rather dun a community-wide focus that might convey a broad sense of worker interests, these union-run seminars accepted a systems approach to bargaining and industrial relations. The union movement's exhibits at country fairs, its labour weeks in die local newspapers and at service club luncheons, and its fruitless discussions about a national newspaper, bore witness to its failure to address die changing context of cultural struggle. What is more, the unions failed to create the means of reaching their own members; and they failed to design a media strategy that would ensure die visibility of alternative perspectives. Thus, the conventional wisdom of die continental "information industry" engulfed die hidierto-coherent and relatively-distinct Canadian communications system and relegated unions to die sidelines of broader political and social discussions. The recent literature suggests that workingpeople have lost, or are in danger of losing, a sense of "classness," a consciousness of tbeir power and identity, as a result of changes in culture and communications. The literature also emphasises the relative sophistication of business, as opposed to other groups, in die use of advertising and public relations techniques. It notes die workers' growing problems in securing die highest quality of information and even of securing access to some sources of information. These problems can be re-phrased to illuminate their relation to adult education: workers may not acquire die conceptual skills to understand and participate effectively in some of die debates about public policy; they may be provided with second-rate journals and programs (note die rise of infomercials and the decline of the daily newspaper), with which to build their view of the world; they might discover that corporations have privatised the data which are necessary to an informed debate; and, as a result of anti-tax campaigns, they may have to relinquish the inexpensive data and services that had formerly been provided by the great state agencies of library, museum, archive, census and the like.
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What do these issues have to do with worker education? A scholar of educational studies, Lauren Resnick, has suggested that students transfer much less from the general, theoretical, widely-usable skills learned in a classroom to their out-ofschool work than was previously thought. Thus, she writes, modem societies probably devote too much time to teaching students in a classroom about situationspecific skills rather than carrying out such instruction in the workplace where it would be far more meaningful. However, situation-specific learning is by itself very limiting, according to Resnick, especially when the worker must adjust to a system breakdown or to a change in jobs. Therefore, she concludes, the ratio of "practical" to "formal" learning (the former situation-specific and learned on the job, the latter theoretical and learned in school), and the role of each, must be considered carefully by any society. Within this context, society members must appreciate that die purpose of any school (whether for under-18s, undergraduates, or adult learners), is to provide an opportunity for reason and reflection, for the acquisition of "shared cultural knowledge that permits a population to function as a true society.... ' M This sounds to me like an invitation to review the allocation of resources to the different educational systems (elementary, secondary, university, college and technical), to reduce the attention and perhaps the amount of money directed to universities, and to revisit the field of adult education.
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"Several works in media studies, using variations on reception theories, have asserted the comforting conclusion that "agency" still applies to such contemporary cultural events as watching television. John Fiske writes of "audiencing" and insists that worker or peoples' resistance is alive and well among television audiences. John Fiske, "Audiencing: A cultural studies approach to watching television," (forthcoming) and Fiske, Television Culture (London 1987), 62-83. Working from similar concerns, a revisionist study of the "news" asserts that people do team from their encounters with the media and that television as news source (relative to newspaper and magazine), has been criticised unfairly. I do not disagree with these generalisations but prefer to emphasise that political struggle is unending and cultural debate is always subtle and elusive. Thus, a recent book on news analysis adds an ominous warning to its generally positive conclusions: "it is less important how people want to get their news than whether they want to get news. Canadians must reconsider their educational system. In this discussion, they must decide whether they are able -and whether they wish -to oppose the centripetal forces of the American-led, market-driven, globalising cultural rhythm. I believe mat many Canadians would choose to organise the resistance, local and country-wide and international, that is required if a distinctive conversation and set of priorities is to be maintained. By the same token, I believe that many would be eager to join an international campaign against the contemporary corporationdriven agenda that is now prevailing in so many cultural skirmishes around the world. Only through a more effective workers' education movement can they mobilise a different "social order," an alternative community, that builds on these community-based values.
The foregoing can be seen as a rough three-phase history of Canadian worker education in the twentieth century. In the period from 1900 to the 1930s, uncertainties about die class location of Canada's adult education institutions reflected ambiguities in Canadian thinking about class and a developing contest over its impact on public affairs. In the years between the 1940s and the 1970s, the rise of a "middle" approach to public issues suggested that adult education, through its "citizenship model," would teach Canadians to transcend class divisions. Even the trade union tools courses could be seen as contributing to the harmonious functioning of this society. In the last two decades, Canadians have come face to face with a different problem in adult education: the very existence of their country as a social order of political relevance cannot be taken for granted in the era of an Americanled communications revolution, and thus Canada's "national question" anticipates the problems faced by every group that seeks to oppose the trans-national corporate agenda.
Workingpeople, aided by their main institutional voice, the union movement, can be expected to have the interests and the cohesion sufficient to sustain an opposition to this political agenda. To do so, they require the intellectual tools that a proper educational agency can provide. Such an agency could be built on the accustomed ideals of Canadian education and its liberal tradition, including a belief that the quest for truth matters, that debate and ideas are central to social life, and fact that the liberal tradition has been under severe criticism from both left and right in recent years for the very good reason that it cannot deliver the value-free, objective perspectives that it has always claimed to do. Rather, libera] education has been used to reinforce existing interests. One of the many recent volumes to make this argument goes on to suggest that a radicalised adult education based on liberal precepts might be desirable in England, because that country still possesses sufficient trade union strength and community coherence for such education schemes (so that a "social purpose orientation" is possible,) but would not be as successful a rallying point in die United States because it lacks a socialist or trade union subculture. that the language in which these rii«cii!«inn.< are conducted itself must he a principal focus of study. 47 They will also require the assistance of the many agencies established by their predecessors in the hopes of ensuring the vigorous expression of community values as against those of the marketplace, including the CBC, the NFB, the Canada Council, the National Library and National Archives, the scholarly granting agencies, and-who knows-perhaps eventually a peoples' newspaper.
Canada's WEA aimed in the 1930s to communicate "knowledge essential to intelligent and effective citizenship" and to enable workers "to think for themselves and to express their thoughts fluently and correctly."** These principles need not be revised substantially. The question for the union and adult education movements is whether Canadian workingpeople will be able to participate effectively in the debate about community priorities -will they possess the specialised language and will they be permitted to enter the forum itself -as their society confronts new cultural circumstances, economic forces, and political battles. "This is drawn from Leonard Kriegel, "Sophocles Comes to the Supermarket: Worker-Students and Higher Education," in Re-Education 239-46, and the various discussions of the Canadian WEA cited above. 
